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CRITICAL DISTANCE   VOL 20:1

T
here is a call that goes unanswered in the latest iteration of Tracy 
Peters’ multi-layered, ever expanding project, SHED. She’s given 
this show the amended title Unusual Migration, and that clue, as 
it were, suggests this audible albatross. I don’t want to talk about 

the seemingly endless exploration of the landscape by artists both histori-
cally and ongoing, or the flatness of this land. I don’t want to dissect how the 
Charleswood location where Peters conducted her experiments and research 
was near a ford—a naturally occurring low laying water passage way. I can’t 
ignore this all took place—the ‘settling’, the ford, the shed, the research, the 
exhibition—on Treaty 1 territory. The land accumulates: first by inhabitants, 
then promise, then strife and grief, the stuff of histories. The now disappeared 
ford that once allowed for traverse across the Assiniboine River might have 
also acted as a siphon to sift and collect this information, but I said I wouldn’t 
talk about that ford.

Left: Installation view.   Right: Still from Lapse; Video Animation, 30:23, 2014. Photos by Karen Asher 2

(Re)Build 

A response by 

Kegan MacFadden



Peters lives in Charleswood, a semi-rural suburb of Winnipeg. Having come 
across a shed some years ago, she was struck by its history. It’s not a spectacular 
shed. It is old, weathered, was functional at some point but is now an aban-
doned outpost barely held together; a relic of domesticated industry; an all but 
tumbled tomb. It is a perfect hiding place, too uncomfortable to actually live 
in, but reliable nonetheless for shelter. Its thin shell, loose at the corners, its 
cracked roof, and flimsy unlatched door practically beg to be breached, and so 
they were—by mice, birds, foxtails, daylight, rain and snow, by the artist herself.  

Using this land as both inspiration and studio / laboratory, Peters photo-
graphed the prairie dirt floor mottled with grasses and burgeoning foxtails, an 
invasive seed taking over the region, then had the images printed double-sided 
on huge sheets of vellum. She cut the translucent prints into uniform strips 

and wove these photographs, vertically, through the wooden wallboards of 
the shed. At the heart of this gesture is an intuitive pseudo-scientific examina-
tion of the metaphor lying within the resiliency of materials. A metaphor for 
what, I am still piecing together. The artist has entered a landscape, gathered 
imagery and indexed it with her digital camera, repurposed it into physical 
matter and placed it first outdoors to accumulate information from climate 
and time, and then installed the weathered photographic strips in the gallery 
to create two distinct sculptural works—Detritus and Uproot. Placed adjacent 
from one another, the two pieces, though made out of the same weathered 
parchment-like material, couldn’t be more different. Detritus acts as a single 
96" x 300" x 12" curtain comprised of the salvaged inkjet print on vellum the 
artist had woven in and out of the shed along its perimeter. Like flora col-
lected for closer inspection, this data is stretched into a single line, creating 
a porous and shredded threshold, a delicate expanse. Just as I wasn’t going to 
talk about the flatness of the land, I want to sidestep the ghostlike quality of 
Peters’ sculptural treatment of photography. I love it though; her translation 
from the image to the materiality and placement of the object conjures many 
questions for me. But like the countless spectres that make up this flat land 
(oh, here I go again), to investigate the subject of that translation might negate 
its object. Uproot on the other hand is a messy nest of even thinner shreds of 
photographs. Bundled and installed in a corner near the ceiling, mimicking 
the barn swallows’ nests the artist encountered throughout her years of re-
search, this sculptural object is spot lit but only perceptible to the wandering 
eye. Unlike the false wall suggested with Detritus that could never attain the 
integrity to hold the weight of its subject, Uproot could very reasonably be 
repurposed into the domestic, a rearing shelter for offspring, a safe-zone for 
future migrants of a certain feather.

Any migration that is unusual bids another kind of call. It means a shift has 
taken place, both in influence and occurrence, or in theory and practice; from 
pattern to (dis)placement. But what shift? One answer might be in Peters’ 
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Still from Lapse; Video Animation, 30:23, 2014. Photo by Karen Asher

interest with liminal spaces, the inside and outside of structures but also the 
limits of experience. The work in Unusual Migration considers this slippage, or 
interpretation of thresholds. This isn’t so much homage as mimesis. Mimetic 
actions, such as the still (re)presentation of a once organic, living, used struc-
ture, are historically an integral part of the journey that encompasses liminal-
ity. This journey is so familiar because it is a meta-narrative, witnessed by us 
all but only known by some. Liminal experiences take place during religious 
ceremony and maturation, throughout our lives at every milestone where we 
can see the past we are leaving and the future we are seeking or even falling 
into. We only know ideas of boundaries, whether metaphorical, spiritual, or 
geographical because of our inherent understanding of the liminal. And so, 
invasion has been happening, naturally and by human interference since the 
first boundary was put into place. There is something to be noted here between 
invasion and migration, but I cannot infer the violence of colonization is a 
natural occurrence. We are left with two options: to ignore or to replicate. 

Peters’ interest in mimesis is evident in the way she duplicates patterns found 
in nature, in its elemental and illusory forms. The imagery she culls from the 
shed and its surrounding elicits the ghost of these experiences, as demonstrated 
in her animation, Lapse. Having first found enchantment with, and then taken 
the step to document, the light as it shone through the tiny square window 
and moved along the floor of the shed throughout the day, Peters sought to 
recreate the experience in the windowless gallery space. A video derived by 
manipulating a single digital image, Lapse is a playful projection shone onto a 
reflective surface, only to bounce back and slip slowly across a portion of the 
gallery floor. We can see the artist is negotiating architectural space, she is 
navigating the shed and the gallery at once. Peters is well versed in the history 
of photographic techniques and has extensive experience in the darkroom. Her 
analog expertise informs her digital experiments. Lapse becomes an indication 
of another liminal event—where we witness the artist’s development, straddling 
a threshold of personal experience to professional presentation.
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5Detritus, Digital photographs, inkjet prints on vellum, conduit pipe, 2014. Photo by Karen Asher



With the cursory list of topics I want to avoid feeling weighted, what, then, 
do I want to think about? I want to consider the budding ornithologist who, 
upon coming across an abandoned nest thought she might want to know 
more about this knotted habitat. I think of her at the age of 7, inquisitive and 
afire with questions of who / what / why / how since she knew the ‘where’. I 
imagine at first she picked it up, examined it closely, poked at it and held it 
to the light of the window, the tiny divisions between layers of twigs and dirt 
became an impromptu microscope of sorts. Then, upon showing her parents 
and being told the word for her new fascination, she went to the local library 
and devoured so many volumes dedicated to the science. At first her rudi-
mentary reading level kept her to the flowery and showy books, but as she 
grew older and became a better reader, her interest became a passion and the 
books became denser but no less illustrated. I wonder why she went directly 
to the source of this object—the barn swallow—and not to the larger field of 

agricultural architecture?  Was she guided to the sky, or dissuaded from the 
edifice? Perhaps she was always looking for a way out, and the bird knows 
the home is a temporary site, but is always something returned to. The bird 
knows that to discover new sites you must leave the old ones. 

In my mind Tracy Peters might have been that young girl who looked towards 
birds to understand systems of nesting and migration. But more importantly, 
Peters is the artist who shredded her data in order to present her research. 
This installation is lived in but with so many histories there are decisions to 
be made as to which path to follow, which warning to heed. It becomes a 
harbinger, a shadow that ekes out the silhouette of time.

6Left: Uproot, Digital photograph, inkjet print on vellum, 2014. Photo by Tracy Peters   Right: Disturbance, Digital Video, 3:03 loop, 2014. Photo by Tracy Peters
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